
From: Jennifer Hunter jkh6@rice.edu
Subject: Re: video files of Spring 2017 ELEC 305

Date: May 4, 2017 at 2:18 PM
To: Jane Zhao janezhao@rice.edu
Cc: Gary Woods gary.woods@rice.edu

Hi Jane,

I wasn’t sure of the best way to get the permissions to you, here is what I came up with.

The release language was put on owlspace as an assignment. That language is attached in a screenshot. Each student submitted their name via Owlspace assignment, except for two who gave email 
permission. I downloaded an excel file of the names of those who accepted via owlspace. Those that gave email permission (2) are attached also.



________________________________
Jennifer K. Hunter, Visibility Specialist
Electrical & Computer Engineering | Rice University

http://ece.rice.edu/
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On May 4, 2017, at 2:10 PM, Jane Zhao <janezhao@rice.edu> wrote:

Thanks, Gary. I have downloaded all the 8 videos from Rice’s dropbox.

Jane

On May 4, 2017, at 1:20 PM, Gary Woods <gary.woods@rice.edu> wrote:

Hi Jane, 
I will use Rice dropbox for you. 
Jennifer Hunter in ECE has a compact set of files for the consent. We have electronic consent from all the students . Jennifer can you send Jane the Elec 305 consent info you have collected? 
Thanks!
GW

On May 4, 2017, at 1:00 PM, Jane Zhao <janezhao@rice.edu> wrote:

Gary,

   When you have a free moment, could you send the files and consent forms over to me?

    Thanks.

Jane

On May 1, 2017, at 10:12 AM, Jane Zhao <janezhao@rice.edu> wrote:

that works, Gary. Or you could share it with Rice Box.

Jane

On May 1, 2017, at 10:09 AM, Gary Woods <gary.woods@rice.edu> wrote:

OK I can probably dropbox them to you. If you haven’t heard from me in a couple days pls remind me
Thx

On May 1, 2017, at 10:07 AM, Jane Zhao <janezhao@rice.edu> wrote:

Gary,

   This is great! I am glad that you agree to deposit your students’ videos to Rice’s Institutional Repository (IR) at http://scholarship.rice.edu/.  I have the link to the ELEC 305 videos to view 
the videos. Could you give me access to the video folder so that I can download the files? I will prepare to get the files deposited to IR then.

    Thanks.

Jane

On Apr 28, 2017, at 3:01 PM, Gary Woods <gary.woods@rice.edu> wrote:

Hi Jane

Yes I think that would be great. I have releases from all the students

Here is the release text, I think it is sufficient to cover this use

RICE UNIVERSITY 
AUTHORIZATION TO USE IMAGE, VOICE AND NAME 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS 
I hereby grant Rice University (“Rice”) and its employees and independent contractors the irrevocable right to use my image, voice and name in 
photographs and audio and video recordings in connection with MOScars videos (ELEC 301) for use by the ECE Department. I understand that 
this use may include publications and distribution in printed, electronic and digital media, including, but not limited to, program materials, 
brochures, video and audio broadcast programs, and website, social media and online communications.

I hereby release, waive and discharge Rice and its trustees, employees and independent contractors from any and all demands, claims, causes 
of action, damages and liabilities directly or indirectly arising out of any use of my image, voice or name pursuant to the foregoing rights grant; 
and I shall not receive any compensation in connection with this release. 

On Apr 28, 2017, at 11:47 AM, Jane Zhao <janezhao@rice.edu> wrote:

Gary,

   I mentioned this to you before. But it doesn’t hurt to bring t up to your attention again. Do you want to put the student's videos into Rice's institution repository at 
http://scholarship.rice.edu/ for a long-term preservation and access. Let me know your thoughts. Or we can meet briefly if you are interested.

    Best.

Jane

On Apr 21, 2017, at 1:10 PM, Gary Woods <gary.woods@rice.edu> wrote:

Thanks to all of you who helped judge the Elec 305 video competition this year! I think the videos keep improving in quality. I hope you enjoyed reviewing them. There is educational 
value in this for the students: they effectively learn the subject matter, and they also develop some pretty good video skills along the way. 

The winning team, by a significant margin, was Thermoeletrics. I attach the final results below. 
I will collect and pass along all your comments to the respective teams. 
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I will collect and pass along all your comments to the respective teams. 

The MOScars award ceremony was a big hit: Carrie Toffoletto came in an evening gown; Ray Simar and I came in tuxes. Jennifer Hunter (shout out for an amazing job organizing and 
publicizing the event!) got a red carpet and little gold statuettes. Between the great food and the fun event I think the students had a good time. 

Thanks again for your support!

GW

Team summary Normalized score                 Rank
Supercapacitors [HD version] 4.06 8
The Ugly OLEDuckling 5.68 4
Touch Screens 4.62 6
RAM - The Main Memory 5.24 5
Thermoelectronics 7.02 1
Lasers And You, an Elec 305 Video Project 6.06 2
Fiber Optics 5.76 3
OLEDs are Lit 4.43 7

Mean 5.36

Std 0.97
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